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About OD&M



About OD&M

OD&M is a Knowledge Alliance1 devoted to 
create, support and scale up transnational 
communities of practices around the Open 
Design & Manufacturing paradigm, making the 
most of openness, sharing and collaboration to 
create new value chains of innovation in design 
and manufacturing oriented to the social good. 

The Alliance actively involves Universities, 
manufacturing businesses and innovation 
communities of digital-savvy makers across Europe 
and China, in order to co-create an enabling 
ecosystem for open design and manufacturing, 
leading in turn to a more innovative, socially and 
environmentally sustainable manufacturing.

By creating new means and methods to strategically 
connect Universities, maker communities, 
enterprises and stakeholders, the OD&M Alliance 
works to shape meaningful flows of knowledge 
exchange, able to generate new research and 
experimentation with products and processes 
informed by OD&M approaches and principles.

1
The OD&M project is funded by the European Commission under the Erasmus+ Programme, Knowledge Alliances strand. 
The project started in 2017 and will run over three years. It actively involves the following organizations: University of Florence - DIDA, University of Dabrowa-Gornicza, University of the Arts 
London, University of Deusto - Faculty of Engineering, University of Tong ji, Furniture and Furnishing Centre, Tecnalia, Fablab Lodz, Fablab London, P2P Foundation, LAMA Agency.  
The project also involves a number of Universities, SMEs, Foundations, local innovation communities and networks across Europe as associate partners.
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https://www.dida.unifi.it
https://www.dida.unifi.it
http://www.arts.ac.uk
http://www.arts.ac.uk
http://ingenieria.deusto.es/cs/Satellite/ingenieria/es/facultad-ingenieria
http://en.tongji.edu.cn
http://www.csm.toscana.it
https://www.tecnalia.com/en
http://fablablodz.org
https://www.fablablondon.org
https://p2pfoundation.net
http://www.agenzialama.eu/?lang=en
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OD&M key objectives

Advance awareness and knowledge on 
the OD&M topic, in order to increase its 
wider recognition and understanding in 
the larger society.

Build new capacities and skills able to 
steer the uptake of OD&M approaches 
and principles among manufacturing 
enterprises, and thus foster innovation in 
the sector.

Promote innovation in Higher 
Education, driving new contents across 
curricula, as well as innovative teaching/
learning methods based on multi-
disciplinarity, horizontal collaboration, 
peer and project-based learning.



Considered in its potential to infuse production processes 
with social innovation principles and values, open 
manufacturing opens room to cultivate radical changes 
in the economy and society, able to preserve and grow the 
public good while steering disruptive paths of innovation. 

(Johar et al., 2015)

The OD&M Triangle
WHAT IS OD&M ABOUT?

Open design & manufacturing is an emerging 
practice. Although the field is in rapid 
transformation and no univocal definition 
can be applied, it is mainly characterized by 
the application of open source principles to 
production processes, and by key concepts 
such as open data, open software and hardware, 
distributed networking, collaboration, sharing 
and transparency. To many extents, OD&M 
has been triggered by recent innovations 
in ICT, which have enabled individuals and 
organisations to organize in ubiquitous 
networks and makerspaces, and collaborate 
on common projects in a peer to peer logic, 
harnessing web-based collaboration, open 
source design and internet distribution. 
Besides, the increased access to basic tools 
of production such as 3D printers, computer 
numeric control machines, CAD software 
and electronics assembly have turned makers 
into manufacturers, providing them with 
unedited power and capacity to make the 
most of creativity and innovation in the 
current digital fabrication revolution. In turn, 
this has opened the way to newcomers in the 
market, which have brought about radical 
new methods, practices and organisational 
forms to develop sustainable and socially 
innovative products and services. 
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OD&M Core components

COMMUNITY-BUILDING
A collaborative and open community 
of young students, professors, makers, 
manufacturers, entrepreneurs and 
passionate people across Europe and China.

KNOWLEDGE CO-CREATION
An open environment for exchange and co-
creation of knowledge on open design and 
manufacturing across University staff and 
students, maker communities, manufacturing 
enterprises and stakeholders. 

INSPIRING AND MEANINGFUL  
LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS
A safe space to discover, learn, experiment 
with and get inspired by OD&M principles, 
approaches and ways of making. 

PEER TO PEER LEARNING 
ENDORSEMENT
A digital system for community-based 
recognition and validation of OD&M 
learning outcomes.
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OD&M Building blocks

Co-design contents, tools & strategies

Investigate the topic and explore 
opportunities and interests

International learning mobility for staff

Pilot the capacity-building 
programme (Enabling Programme)

Engage and build communities

Assess impact and model the  
value proposition

Follow up



Who WE ARE



Who We Are

OD&M Alliance is powered by 5 hubs 
distributed across Europe and China, 
each managed by a varied composition 
between Universities, makers 
communities and enterprises.

Florence/Italy

Shanghai/Cina

Bilbao/Spain

Łódź/Poland 
Dąbrowa Górnicza/Poland 

London/United Kingdom
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OD&M’s Composition / OD&M’s Key competences
*COMPOSITION *KEY COMPETENCES
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2019 KEY ACTIVITES



Over 2019, the OD&M Alliance has realized:

Implementation of the international student mobility, with 
12 students (3 from each OD&M University partner) visiting 
the 4 nodes

The testing and improvement of the OD&M Digital 
Environment, leading to a platform issuing open badges, 
creating and evaluating challenges. 

The definition of local and international follow–up  
strategies and activities.

Implementation of the key monitoring and evaluation tools, 
collection of endline and monitoring data as planned in the 
assessment framework.

Small scale events and communication activities.

2019 Key Activites
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Pilots of the 4 training programmes implemented in 
the 4 territorial nodes of the alliance, built around a 
range of thematic challenges acting as vehicles for the 
trainings and hosted on the OD&M platform



OD&M TRAINING 



United Kingdom 
Citizens centred innovation and design for open and distributed manufacture

Type of training: Post-graduate course in MA Industrial Design

Target-group(s): Post-graduate students 

Period of implementation: October 2018 - April 2019

Key knowledge domains: Product Design; Service Design; 

International Development; Product Design Engineering; Architecture 

Partners involved: University of the Arts London: Central Saint Martins, 
Product Ceramic and Industrial Design Programme, MA Industrial 
Design + Green Lab London.

Students trained: 37

Challenges explored: 3

Prototypes realized: 9

Period:October 2018 | May 2019

Design for Publics involved 36 learners, out of which  
19 female and 17 male. Other key characteristics: 
Age range: 20-32

Educated to Bachelors Level

International diversity: 9 nationalities represented.

Main areas of study: Product design, Service design;

International development, Product Design Engineering, Architecture.

Overview:

Learners:
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Design for publics applies design processes in response to 
societal issues and the dynamic challenges that require new 
ways of thinking and doing. The course explored the value 
of strategic collaboration between design education and 
local government to service, policy and social innovation 
– co-creating place based solutions to local challenges. 
Facing new challenges, in a time of change and uncertainty, 
Design for Publics created a space for collaboration 
and experimentation where diverse societal actors can 
work together, pooling knowledge and resources to find 
new ways to address contemporary societal challenges 
– learning together by doing together. The designer’s 
ability to engage complex problems, equips them with the 
ability to engage societal challenges but they cannot do 
this alone. On Design for Publics methods of co-design 
and participatory design are developed with problem 
stakeholders, to jointly frame and tackle such challenges. 
The course has delivered a model of design-led, citizen 
centred social innovation, that develops links with social 
enterprises, government, local authorities, charities and 
NGOs. Learners have undertaken full-time study working 
to define and address challenges with local authority 
representatives and importantly local residents and 
members of the community with a stake in the problems 
to address. These representatives have learned alongside 
the design students in complementary accredited and 
non- accredited learning experiences

TRAINING DESCRIPTION

United Kingdom | Citizens centred innovation and design for open and distributed manufacture



United Kingdom | Citizens centred innovation and design for open and distributed manufacture

The UK node, in the context of Design for Publics, has 
explored three challenges:

Chalton Street: Furnishing the Public Living Room. This 
challenge explored ways to enable citizens  meaningful 
participation in co-discovering the systems, behaviours, 
needs and desires, relating to the market of Chalton Street, 
co-defining the opportunities and challenges to be addressed 
and co-creating design proposals for ‘market furniture’ 
that help meet the opportunities and challenges defined.  
 
Algae: a material for healthier urban environments. This 
challenge focused on bio material innovations in algae material for 
healthier urban environments in collaboration with Green Lab. 

FabCity: how can we design globally and manufacture locally. 

CHALLENGES AND PROTOTYPES
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Italy 
Design Driven Strategies for Manufacture 4.0 and Social Innovation | Florence (Italy)
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Type of training: Advanced University Course (according to the Italian 
system, Corso di Perfezionamento Universitario)

Target-group(s): Post-graduate students and professionals

Key knowledge domains: Industry 4.0; Design Thinking, Service Design 
and Systemic Design, Social Innovation. 
Partners involved: Unifi-DIDA, LAMA, Centro Sperimentale del Mobile 
e dell’Arredamento, Manifattura Tabacchi (MTDM), S.E.A Camper

Students trained: 22

Challenges explored: 2

Prototypes realized: 5

Period:November 2018 | April 2019 The class was composed of 22 students, with the following structure: 
7 male and 15 female 

50% University students and 50% workers

Main educational and professional backgrounds: product design, service 
design, economics, political sciences.

5 foreign students (China, Greece and Mexico) and 17 Italian students.

Overview: Learners:



ITALY | Design Driven Strategies for Manufacture 4.0 and Social Innovation | Florence

Design Driven Strategies is an Advanced University 
Course on system thinking and design thinking in the 
paradigm 4.0. The ultimate goal is to empower students 
and professionals in using design as a strategic lever for 
shaping multi-sectoral, collaborative and distributed 
processes of co-creation, going beyond the conception 
of innovation (and social innovation) as a linear process. 
We aim at boosting sustainable, social innovations across 
design and manufacturing able to drive competitiveness 
hand in hand with territorial enhancement. The Course 
is dedicated to shape ‘Enablers of Innovation and Social 
Innovation’ across diverse communities and stakeholders, 
facilitating horizontal collaboration and bridging around 
real challenges that take together both economics and 
society, through a design driven approach. 
The course has involved a mix of University professors 
and PhDs, staff of the partners LAMA and CSM, 
and several experts and practitioners across the main 
topics explored during the training. The overall goal in 
the selection of teachers and trainers was to provide 
students with a ‘full-spectrum’ opportunity of teaching 
and learning, in order to make them confront different 
experiences and perspectives. Moreover, we have had 
several international teachers.

TRAINING DESCRIPTION

18



CHALLENGES AND PROTOTYPES

ITALY | Design Driven Strategies for Manufacture 4.0 and Social Innovation | Florence

During the training, we have launched 2 challenges: 

Manifattura Tabacchi - The square of the new Millennium. 
Manifattura Tabacchi Florence is currently the most 
important urban regeneration project in the city. Conceived 
with a dual concept: the interactive square and the 
convergence between tradition and modernity. Starting 
from these two directions, translated into design challenges, 
three student teams have developed some interventions that 
might be able to find a testing ground during the temporary 
events scheduled at MT in the coming months. This challenge 
has included external stakeholders such as Manifattura 
Tabacchi (MTDM), City of Florence, Impact Hub Florence, 
Fablab Florence, Community Groups, Local makerspaces. 

Open Innovation for manufacturing SMEs. Remote areas are 
located far from the centers offering essential services (such 
as education, health and mobility), but at the same time they 
are rich in natural and environmental resources and a valuable 
cultural heritage. In order to strengthen the local development 
factors of these areas, students were asked to propose paths 
of innovation and new social scenarios related to the camper 
sector, through the activation of synergies between different 
actors that are active in the targeted territories.

19



Poland 
Open Design and Manufacturing through event based learning
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Type of training: Bachelor course

Target-group(s): Under-graduate students 

Key knowledge domains: Heuristic methods, Web design, coding, 
IoT, Human-Robot interaction, 

Partners involved: WSB University, Fablab Lodz, Lodz University 
of Technology, Textilab Łodzki Kolektyw Krawiecki, Printor, 
WIMA, Reycast, Profil, ABB

Students trained: 27

Challenges explored: 8

Prototypes realized: 4

Period:October 2018 | March 2019
Students involved in the Polish node were 27 in 
total, from 13 Countries including Poland, Georgia, 
Turkmenistan, Azerbaijan, Peru, Ukraine, Moldova, 
Honduras, Egypt, Swaziland, Colombia, Kazakhstan.

Overview:
Learners:



POLAND | Open Design and Manufacturing through event based learning

The training in the Polish node consisted of a Bachelor degree course 
focussed on three main areas of knowledge and skills development: heuristic 
methods, web applications design, design and coding of ‘embedded systems’.  
The overall goal was to equip students with multi-disciplinary knowledge to solve 
practical problems through an open design and manufacturing approach. Students 
got familiar with particular methods of stock makers’ workflow and with the most 
important values of the global maker movement. Students also acquired hard and 
soft skills to participate in interdisciplinary projects (service robots, IoT applications) 
focused on creative and innovative undertaking of problems. The soft and manual 
skills, and rapid prototyping methods gained during the project allowed students to 
create proofs of concept at pre-prototype and prototype level.

The training has been structured as it follows:

3 frontal sub-courses related to 
- Management and heuristic methods 
- ICT – Designing web applications 
- ICT – Coding and designing of embedded systems

8 webinars carried out by experts from FabLab Łodź and Technical University of 
Lodz. Each webinar has explored specific subjects and techniques such as rapid 
prototyping.

2 workshops at Fablab Lodz to foster team building as well as specific prototyping 
techniques.

3 hackathons –– competition based on challenges given by company/manufacturer/
local authority etc. in the field of Smart City.

The overall duration of the course was 105 hours, implemented between October 
2018 and March 2019. Lessons have occurred mainly at WSB premises, although a 
number of workshops and hackathons have been delivered at FabLab Lodz. We also 
made use of webinars. The whole training has been developed in English, given the 
international feature of the class.

TRAINING DESCRIPTION

TRAINING STRUCTURE AND METHODOLOGY

21



Throughout the course, students explored the 
following challenges in the context of hackathons 
and workshops, as it follows: 

Heuristic methods

Designing web applications

Internet of Things project

1st Hackathon – SUMO Challenge

Coding and designing of embedded systems

2nd Hackathon – IoT

Open design and manufacturing and the role of 
Fablabs and Makerspaces

Interdisciplinary problem solving in multi-cultural 
contexts

Students have been working on the development 
of 4 prototypes of smart clothes.

CHALLENGES AND PROTOTYPES

POLAND | Open Design and Manufacturing through event based learning
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Spain 
Prototyping artisan - a designer who makes | Bilbao
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Type of training: Elective course in Industrial Design Program 
(Prototyping and digital fabrication)

Target-group(s):  Undergraduate Students (Current students from 
Industrial Design Engineering Degree (Elective course))

Key knowledge domains: Prototyping / Social Innovation / Industrial 
Design / Product Design / Engineering / Design for All

Partners involved (external): University of Deusto, Fekoor 
(http://www.fekoor.com/) + Etxegoki Neighbours (Managed by Fekoor)

Students trained: 22

N° of Challenges explored: 1

N° of Prototypes realized: 7

Period:September 2018 | February 2019*
*training results presentation in July 2019 and December 2019

Overview:



The Spanish training has been positioned in the context of the following 
degree courses: 
A specific module within the elective course ‘Prototyping and Digital 
Fabrication’. This course is focussed on students enrolled in a first cycle 
University degree in Industrial Design Engineering.

A specific module in a course for international students ‘Digital Fabrication 
Technologies’, this in turn within the University Degree course in Engineering. 

Key objective of the training activities was to support students in developing 
competencies and skills for prototyping solutions (i.e. products) in response 
to real problems, making use of digital manufacturing resources in Deusto 
Fablab and other prototyping techniques and materials. The main learning 
objectives and areas of study included: 
- Prototyping techniques 
- Design process 
- ‘Maker approach’ to problem solving 
- User research 
- Ethics

The training has been structured into the following modules/stages:
- Framing
- User research
- Conceptualization
- Prototyping
- Testing
- Final evaluation

Each training has lasted 150 hours in total, combining frontal lessons and practical 
lessons mainly held at Deusto Fablab. Our external auditors - Etxegoki Residence - 
Fekoor Association - have been involved as challenge providers as well as reviewers 
of the final prototypes realized by students.

TRAINING DESCRIPTION

TRAINING STRUCTURE AND METHODOLOGY

SPAIN | Prototyping artisan - a designer who makes
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SPAIN | Prototyping artisan - a designer who makes
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Fekoor has an apartment resource with support for people 
with physical disabilities called Etxegoki. Located in the 
Txurdinaga district (Bilbao), this center has 30 permanent 
and 4 temporary places.

Joining social innovation and support technology, Etxegoki 
has become a benchmark among residences and spaces that 
fully promotes the autonomy of people, offering a flexible 
and personalized support system so that its users acquire 
a greater degree of self-management of their own life. Its 
success is based on continuous work to create customized 
solutions for each of the 34 residents.

The challenge rotated around the Improvement of the 
daily life of the residents of Etxegoki analyzing its daily 
problems (knowledge provided by Etxegoki, Fekoor and the 
Deusto Design Research Group) through the realization of 
prototypes using knowledge of digital manufacturing

CHALLENGES AND PROTOTYPES



DIGITAL PLATFORM
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Online Platform

OD&M Platform⁵ is a space for learning 
institutions to launch challenges were students 
are enrolled, as well as for issuing open badges 
recognizing soft skills and maker competences 
to students. 

The OD&M Platform is a digital tool supporting 
the recognition and certification of competencies 
and skills (badges). Learning institutions launch 
challenges were students are enrolled. The 
tool supports skills recognition relevant to 
experience-based and challenge-driven learning, 
adaptable for non-formal distributed learning.

It builds on the Open Badges system and is 
integrated with Badgr, recognizing soft skills and 
maker competences to students. Meaning that 
every badge earned by a learner can be exported 
and publicly shared with a simple link, an image 
or by embedding the badge itself into a website, 
a personal e-portfolio or a resume.

OD&M PLATFORM

5 http://odmplatform.tecnalia.com

http://odmplatform.tecnalia.com


Online Platform

PLATFORM MODEL

Digital Platform Challenge Based

Badges



Created a prototyping system for 
learning gains’ recognition and vali-
dation to be further upscaled in the 
context of new projects (ie T-Factor 
H2020)

1 external organization involved in 
the testing of the platform beyond 
the Alliance local partnerships

ESTERNAL USERS

A SYSTEM FOR SKILLS RECOGNITION

Online Platform

SOME DATA ON THE PLATFORM USE IN 2019
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Online Platform

SOME DATA ON THE PLATFORM USE IN 2019
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STUDENTS MOBILITY
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On the second week of May 2019, 12 students of 
the OD&M training activities have benefitted of an 
international learning mobility. More precisely, from each 
node, 3 students have been selected and sent respectively 
to the other 3 EU nodes. 

The Alliance adopted a shared and common procedure and 
criteria for selecting students: 
1. Potential winners have been selected among the students 
who applied for the mobility by sending an email to the 
tutors.  

2. The selection rating system was based on a weighting 
of 40% on participation to the lessons, and at 60% on the 
relevance of the prototypes developed. This 60% have been 
composed of a 30% evaluation of the tutors and partners 
(all non-university actors in each node, both partners and 
challenge owners) and a 30% evaluation of the teaching 
team (representing HEI).  

3. Finally, 6 profiles have been shortlisted by each 
university, and the hosting university expressed a preference 
on one of them, after an analysis of the documentation of 
the projects presented, and a telco with the other partners 
involved in the organisation of the mobility. 



STUDENTS MOBILITY

All students were given a certificate of attendance and learning recognition.

In Spain, mobility focused on transferring to students the experience of the exercise 
carried out in collaboration with Fekoor – Etxegoki, an association that manages a group of 
apartments that provide autonomy to people with reduced mobility. During the week the 
students had the possibility to know the city of Bilbao and its transformation model, and they 
visited the most important open workspaces in the city. 

In the UK, the week has been focussed on Social Enterprise and Intellectual Property in 
the context of Open Design, Co and Participatory Design Practices. Through tours, design 
activities, and workshops the students worked in teams to develop enterprise propositions 
focused on OD&M activities.

In Poland, students had the occasion to work together on robotics based on open source 
hardware and visited Łódź where they were able to customize their robots and see how 
revitalization of textile city looks like.

The mobility gave the possibility to build mutual knowledge and relations 
between students from the four countries and has been a very positive 
experience for both visitors and hosting organisations. Student’s experiences 
describe the rich learning environment of the four nodes of the project:

In Italy, they visited Manifattura Tabacchi, and reviewed the solutions for the space developed 
by Italian students, with the aim of adding elements draining from their local learning 
experience in their OD&M training. Mobility students also presented, as a moment of 
peer learning, the solutions developed on their own challenges/contexts. Moreover, they 
participated to the event “Erasmus4Curious” organised by LAMA, Impact Hub Florence 
and INDIRE – Italian National Agency for Lifelong Learning Education in the context of the 
Europe Festival 2019.



MONITORING  
AND EVALUATION
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The following tools were created to measure project impact: 

HEIs representative 

HEIs representatives engaged in OD&M pilot trainings

Students participating in OD&M

Traditional organisations (SMEs, Local authorities etc.) 
representatives engaged in OD&M

Innovative communities engaged in OD&M

Students benefitting from international mobilities

Focus groups discussion with:

Final evaluation REPORT

Event tracker – Eventbrite and Google forms

Student survey

Interviews with:

8 Events
have been organised in 2019

The biggest group of participating people:

Quantitative and qualitative data collected from students, 
teachers, innovation communities, manufacturers. Detailed 
results can be found in the final evaluation report.

Data Collection

390  Participants

https://odmplatform.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/5.3-impact-final-report-final.pdf
https://odmplatform.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/5.3-impact-final-report-final.pdf
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FOLLOW UP

OD&M project has been a propeller for multiple projects and 
research activities which are currently underway, and that will 
continue in the next few years. 

Tecnalia, LAMA and UAL are  planning to reuse the Digital 
Platform in the context of the H2020 project T-Factor, 
to facilitate challenge-based learning in the context of the 
training, acceleration and enterprise incubation activities which 
will be delivered by T-Factor in 6 European cities. They are 
currently at work to define the specific business model of the 
platform and licencing aspects. However, it should be noted 
that many other potential uses for the platform are possible: 
Deusto, WSB, Fablab Lodz, UAL, all showed interest in using 
the platform to introduce a badging system in their respective 
training activities. The definition of the specific business model 
for the further development of the platform to adapt it to 
different settings and courses is still under definition, with 
Tecnalia leading the process as platform developer. 

Training follow up activities will take place mainly (but not 
exclusively, considering the INTRIDE project that will create 
a bridge between Poland and Italy) at national level, in some 
cases with the bilateral collaboration of partners at each 
territorial node. Finally, mobility agreements have been signed 
or are under investigation among University partners. A 
graphic presentation of the follow-up patterns of the OD&M 
project is displayed in next page. 



TRAINING

CSM

LAMA

PLATFORM

TONGJI
 UNIVERSITY

UK SPAIN

POLAND

• Regional Adult 
training Projects

UAL

GREENLAB

WSB

FABLAB LODZ

TECNALIA

DEUSTO

UNIFI

H2020 | T-Factor

E+SCC

E+INTRIDE

MA Design for Publics for 
2020-2021 and Industry 
4.0 Postgraduate master

Follow up with Greenlab 
training programs

OD&M 
training follow up 

LEGEND

Researches in design 
and social innovation 

OD&M Training follow up in 
the development of INTRIDE 

joint master with UNIFI

Mapping of polish 
maker movement

Transfer of methodology 
in the collaboration with 

TUL University of Lodz

RESEARCH

PROJECTS

MOBILITY
AGREEMENT

PLATFORM

Interest in the Platform to design 
p2p and participatory forms of 
governance and coordination

P2P

H2020 | T-Factor

RMFL PROJECT

FOLLOW UP



OUTREACH



Throughout the year 2019, OD&M website  
http://odmplatform.eu/ has undergone some 
changes in terms of its information architecture, 
and therefore in its navigation structure.
New sections have appeared, focusing their content 
on the dissemination and exploitation of the results 
of the various activities carried out in the project.

40

WEBSITE

Total Outreach

from Social Network

from Events communication and promotion 
(eventbrite, direct mailing)

- 9 News 
- 3 Articles
- 8 Prototypes “Success Stories” 
- 4 Sections describing the trainings 
- 4 Sections with training materials

Contents produced on the site:

http://odmplatform.eu/
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OD&M SOCIAL NETWORKS

Twitter @ODM_Platform
Facebook @OpenDesignPlatform

Facebook: 17 posts, 4632 people reached Twitter:28 tweets, 61.510 impressions

OUTREACH

@ODM_Platform
https://www.facebook.com/OpenDesignPlatform/


Other Publications
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Partner Action TitleOrganizeDescription DateLink

CONSORTIUM

UAL

CONSORTIUM

GreenLab

https://odmplatform.eu/
news-posts/design-dri-
ven-strategies/

https://drive.google.
com/drive/folders/1R-
pVpwGwT-VH-0oLV-
vMn8ClVE3blWiHm0

http://www.wsb.
edu.pl/nauka-i-biz-
nes,m,wyd,2082,2083

TBC

https://odmplatform.
eu/news-posts/
the-significance-of-
technological-culture-in-
the-maker-movement/

https://www.greenlab.
org/2019/07/30/round-
up-of-the-open-design-
manufacture-project/

02/01/2019

30/09/2019

01/12/2019

28/02/2019

DESIGN DRIVEN 
STRATEGIES

Open Design and 
Manufacture at the 
Tate Exchange 2019

The significance of 
technological culture in  
the maker movement

Round up of the OD&M 
project: FUTURE  

ALGAE BRIEF

Polish OD&M 
Training Programme

Reflections on 
Open Design and 

Maufacturing 

Publication: 
own websites

Publication: 
Paper or article 

published

OD&M  
Platform

OD&M UAL

OD&M  
Platform

Green Lab UAL

WSB

UAL

Publication: 
own websites

Blog

An article for the website 
written by Giuseppe Lotti, 

Università degli Studi 
di Firenze, and Laura 

Martelloni, Agenzia LAMA

Report detailing Open Design 
and Manufacture at the Tate 

Exchange 2019

An article for the website 
written by Raúl Tabarés 
Gutiérrez , Fundación 
Tecnalia Research & 

Innovation

Round up of the  
OD&M project

Publicaton: Paper or article 
published

Publicaton

“Science and business” no. 
28 (September 2018) - 

article in publication

An Article Refelcting  
on Open Design and  

Manufacturing

WSB

UAL

https://odmplatform.eu/news-posts/design-driven-strategies/
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1RpVpwGwT-VH-0oLVvMn8ClVE3blWiHm0
http://www.wsb.edu.pl/nauka-i-biznes,m,wyd,2082,2083
http://www.wsb.edu.pl/nauka-i-biznes,m,wyd,2082,2083
https://odmplatform.eu/news-posts/the-significance-of-technological-culture-in-the-maker-movement/
https://www.greenlab.org/2019/07/30/round-up-of-the-open-design-manufacture-project/


Video and Podcast
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Partner Action TitleOrganizeDescription DateLink

WSB

FABLODZ

FABLODZ FABLODZ

FABLODZ

WSB

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=M0W1RVw_4-I

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=4asb-
QBd4m1M

https://www.youtube.
com/channel/UC7z6JbD-
6GkLHuCmDZq3ghiQ

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=U-
0SOHiQ9s4Q&t=163s

https://www.
youtube.com/
watch?v=8hE4S3LPslA

http://betasociety.org/
matt-malpass.html

http://betasociety.org/
adam-thorpe.html

24/03/2019

17/12/2019

24/03/2019

24/03/2019

2019/03/08

24/11/2018

Polish OD&M 
 Training Programme

Polish OD&M  
Training Programme

Polish OD&M 
Training Programme

Polish OD&M 
Training Programme

Polish OD&M 
Training Programme

Podcast: Overview 
of the Open Design 
and Manufacturing 

OD&M project

Infrastructuring For 
Social Mobility

SM: youtube

SM: youtube

SM: youtube

SM: youtube

SM: youtube

WSB

WSB

WSBShort video on technical 
workshop on textronic

1st Webinar with  
Stanislaw Puławski

2nd Webinar with  
Stanislaw Puławski

Short video on 1str Polish 
OD&M Hackaton

Dissemination audiovisual 
material (Video, film)

Dissemination audiovisual 
material (Video, film)

Short video summarizing 
Polish OD&M Training for 

LUMEN PRIZE

Podcast: Overview of the 
Open Design and Manu-
facturing OD&M project. 

Matt Malpass

Podcast: Infrastructuring 
For Social Mobility Adam 

Thorpe

WSB

UAL

UAL OD&M UAL

OD&M UAL

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M0W1RVw_4-I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4asbQBd4m1M
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC7z6JbD6GkLHuCmDZq3ghiQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U0SOHiQ9s4Q&t=163s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8hE4S3LPslA
http://betasociety.org/matt-malpass.html
http://betasociety.org/adam-thorpe.html


Joint international events and meetings
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How To Design Openness 
- LODZ

Next 4.0 
- FLORENCE

international event organized in Lodz 
(Special Innovation Zone) in June 2019, 
convening the Alliance Partners and 
local tech and OD&M start-ups.

organized in November 2019 in the 
context of the final Consortium 
meeting, the event presented the 
results of the project and provided 
insights around possible areas for follow 
up and next steps for higher education 
innovation and University-business-
makers cooperation.



Local events
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Title LinkDescription Date PlacePartner Organizer

Makermovement Poland 
Review, presented by 

Grzegorz Belica

Zakład Poznań 
Makerspace, 

VULCA Program

Lodz Special 
Economic Zone – 
Creativity Centre, 

ul. Ks. Biskupa 
Wincentego 

Tymienieckiego 22G 
90-349 Łódź

FABLABLODZ, 
Textilab, WSB 

University, Lodz 
University of 
Technology

FABLABLODZ, 
Textilab, WSB 

University, Lodz 
University of 
Technology

Advantech

Modern Times: jobs, skills 
and education & training 
system in the era of the 

fourth industrial revolutio

Polish OD&M  
Training Programme

Polish OD&M  
Training Programme

Make Fabric Sense - 
Textronic Hackathon

How to prepare our 
students for a rapidly 

changing world?

https://www.facebook.
com/pg/zakladmakerspace/

photos/?tab=album&album_
id=2639059669501542&ref=pa-

ge_internal  

Education and Busi-
nesses – OD&M –How 

design the openness? 
Presentations of 

Project Partners, Tech-
nical Secondary School, 

and Companies from 
Local Special Economic 

Zone

https://www.facebook.
com/pg/FabLabLodz/

photos/?tab=al-
bum&album_

id=2500485590013685  

photos provided on 
GD, please publish on 

OD&M webpage

https://iotsummit.
advantech.com/en-us/
ccpc/8c2d352c-3b19-

4b83-a2c8-cbf-
340fc3b98

Polish Makermovement 
gathering, Zakład Poznan, 
VULCA Program Semina

International conference 
in Łódź. Education and 
Businesses – OD&M –

How design the openness

Mobility training 
programme

Participation in Advantech 
Conference Co-Creating 

the Future of Industry 4.0 
& Smart City, by Grzegorz 

Granosik

02/05/2019

07/06/2019

09/03/2019

08/05/2019

13/05/2019

Zakład 
Makerspace

Fab Lab 
Łódź

Hotel Narvil 
Conference

FABLODZ

FABLODZ

FABLODZ

FABLODZ

FABLODZ

Action

Local Event:participate 
- conference  
or workshop

Local Event:organization 
(fair, conference, 

training..)

Local Event:organization 
(fair, conference, 

training..)

Local Event:organization 
(fair, conference, 

training..)

Local Event:participate 
- conference or 

workshop

https://www.facebook.com/pg/zakladmakerspace/photos/?tab=album&album_id=2639059669501542&ref=page_internal
https://www.facebook.com/pg/FabLabLodz/photos/?tab=album&album_id=2500485590013685
https://iotsummit.advantech.com/en-us/ccpc/8c2d352c-3b19-4b83-a2c8-cbf340fc3b98
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Title LinkDescription Date PlacePartner Organizer

BETA Society  Event 
Tate Exchange

LAMA

UNIFI / LAMA / 
P2P

P2P

LAMA / UNIFI

ERASMUS 4 CURIOUS

Prototipi in Mostra

OD&M: 
Between circular, 
collaborative and 

distributed models

Final event of the 
Florence Training 

Course

Design JAM

http://www.
erasmusplus.it/

erasmus-4-curious-i-
dee-e-reti-per-inno-
vare-leducazione-de-

gli-adulti/

https://www.facebook.
com/agenzialama/photos/
pcb.1015597017348206
2/10155970171707062/?

type=3&theater

https://twitter.com/
ODM_Platform/sta-

tus/1121030944016748544

https://twitter.com/
ODM_Platform/sta-

tus/1104017609488515074

OD&M Particiapted 
and contributed to the 

organisatiob of the 
BetaSociety Event at Tate 

exchange (Chris follows Lead) 

Local Workshop 
around Erasmus+ and 

opportunities to link formal 
and informal education via 

collaborative spaces

Collaborative economy 
workshop with P2P

Design Jam with challenges 
stakeholders

03/05/2019

08/05/2019

24/04/2019

24/04/2019

08/03/2019

International 
Handicraft Fair 

Florence 

International 
Handicraft Fair 

Florence 

Impact Hub 
Florence

Unifi

UNIFI

UNIFI

UAL

LAMA

UNIFI

Action

Local Event:organization 
(fair, conference, 

training..)

Local Event:organization 
(fair, conference, 

training..)

Local Event:organization 
(fair, conference, 

training..)

Local Event:organization 
(fair, conference, 

training..)

LAMA / UNIFI Challenges Cafè

https://www.facebook.com/
events/2108940292528224/

https://www.facebook.com/
agenzialama/photos/pcb.10155
807606382062/1015580758

0592062/?type=3&theater

World cafè with challenges 
stakeholders involved in the 

Florentine training
01/02/2019 Impact Hub 

FlorenceLAMA
Local Event:participate 

- conference or 
workshop

Local Event:participate 
- conference or 

workshop

OD&M UAL

Local events

http://www.erasmusplus.it/erasmus-4-curious-idee-e-reti-per-innovare-leducazione-degli-adulti/http://
https://www.facebook.com/agenzialama/photos/pcb.10155970173482062/10155970171707062/?type=3&theater
https://twitter.com/ODM_Platform/status/1121030944016748544
https://twitter.com/ODM_Platform/status/1104017609488515074
https://www.facebook.com/events/2108940292528224/https://www.facebook.com/agenzialama/photos/pcb.10155807606382062/10155807580592062/?type=3&theater



